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Abstract 
 

This thesis introduces a new approach to analysis of braking torque of industrial hoist mechanisms, 

with particular focus to crane applications. This approach is unique as the necessary parameters of 

the braking torque are measured in real time, with an on the spot evaluation directly following 

measurement. This evaluation consists of analysis of the real braking torque values of the given hoist 

mechanism, followed by checking its compliance with the permissible limits as prescribed in 

standards. This analyse further highlights the need for control of the hoist deceleration, should the 

results of the braking torque be too high or low, as compared to desired and permissible values.  

In particular, this thesis presents a low-cost hardware setup and open-source software application 

developed for real-time measurement of the braking torque for a general range of industrial hoist 

mechanisms and also for further analysis of hoist deceleration control via adaptive control methods.  

The software application acquires real time data and performs an analysis of the real braking torque 

followed by a test of compliance with the permissible limits as prescribed by standards. Then the 

measured data of the real hoist system along with data of a mine hoist, from a reviewed case study 

are analysed for neural network identification and possible feedback control by linear and higher 

order nonlinear neural units via real-time recurrent learning and batch-propagation through time 

learning algorithms. The conclusions are made in relation to the measurement, data analysis, and 

neural network control potentials with connotations to implementation on industrial electrically 

braked hoist mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction  

 

In today’s industry, numerous industrial cranes are overlooked when it comes to inspection of the 

real braking torque of their hoist mechanisms. This, in accordance with crane standards, is quite a 

strict regulation that can lead to dangerous consequences, if not within the prescribed permissible 

limits. According to AS 1418.1 -2002 standards for safe crane use and design [1], the permissible 

limit of braking torque should not fall below a minimum of 1.2 times its full loading value for 

dynamic braking torque and 1.6 times its full loading value at static braking torque. Should this limit 

be breached, this can ultimately result in slipping or even loss of load due to too weak braking effect 

delivered by the hoist braking mechanism. Till today, no publications nor any real devices or systems 

are known, which provides measurement and analysis of real braking torque, taking into 

consideration all of the necessary factors which influence its true value.  

 

Thus the first key objective of this thesis is to provide a unique solution to measurement and analysis 

of the real braking torque for a general range of industrial hoist mechanisms, as is presented in 

chapter 3 of this thesis. In particular, Section 3.1 presents a low-cost implementation of a hardware 

setup, for measurement of the hoist deceleration and gearbox casing temperature, which, are the 

two main real-time variables necessary to measure for determination of the real braking torque. In 

the presented setup, the angular displacement over time is measured as the hoist undergoes a 

braking process, via an optical reflective sensor type CNY 70 with a coded ring configuration and 

TCST2103 with coded wheel configuration, for comparison. The optical reflective sensor output is 

relayed through a PIC16F628A microcontroller to ensure real time measurement, which may then be 

relayed to an external processor for data analysis. In the sense of larger industrial hoists it is 

necessary to measure the gearbox casing temperature and oil temperature of the gearbox lubricant. 

Thus the DS18B120 temperature sensor was chosen due to its adequate temperature range and 

compatibility. Because of its low cost, portability and adequate functionality, the Raspberry Pi is 

presented as a means for processing the data measured by the employed sensor technology. The 

Raspberry Pi features GPIO pins which may be directly programmed to read the relayed values of the 

PIC16F628A microcontroller as well as inbuilt protocol for direct communication with specific types 

of temperatures sensors such as the DS18B120, making it a suitable choice for the scope of this 

work.  

The following section 3.2, presents the second necessary component behind the first key objective 

which is that of analysis of the braking torque. This is achieved via the design and development of a 

new unique application for direct measurement of the hoist deceleration and gearbox temperature, 

given the same hardware configuration as presented in section 3.1, as well as a series of calculation 

and diagnostics functions for analysis of the real braking torque for the given measured data, which 

may also be uploaded from other means of measurement of the hoist angular displacement over 

time at is rotor, and gearbox casing temperature. After review of the necessary theories from 

industrial crane and hoist standards [1]-[3]&[7], the application was programmed via an open-source 

programming language Python 2.6 and further extended modules wxPython, Numpy, Matplotlib and 

RPi.GPIO [9]-[12]. The crane and hoist standards [1]-[3], published by the Standards Australia 

Association, used throughout this thesis, were chosen due to their accessibility. However, these 

standards also based on the same regulations prescribed by the ISO standards, and for the scope of 

this thesis are thus a good basis for the presented work. Following the development of this new 

application, experimentation on a real industrial hoist is presented. The Gude GSZ 200/400 is used 
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for the experimentation within the scope of this thesis, due to its manageability of size and excellent 

documentation. Section 3.3–3.4, highlights the functionality of the presented hardware setup up 

along with new application for analysis of the real braking torque on the investigated Gude GSZ 

200/400 hoist mechanism.  

Further to this is a second problem in regards to the operation of industrial hoist mechanisms, which 

is that of hoist deceleration control, which in turn also has a direct effect on the braking torque of 

the hoist mechanism. Should the mechanism feature too high deceleration, this can lead to large 

dynamic forces acting on the load, which can ultimately lead to damaging of the load and 

overstressing of the hoist structure. Should the deceleration value be too low, it may fall below the 

prescribed minimum according to standards and thus be a risk of safety.  Till now hoist deceleration 

control is not a widely studied area. Several theoretical studies have been published as exampled in 

the recent works of [18] & [19], though featuring promising results as will be discussed in section 4.1 

of this thesis, there is still a necessity for further optimisation of control, to achieve quicker response 

towards the desired behaviour of the hoist deceleration as well as improved adherence with the 

desired behaviour. Thus the second and final key objective of this thesis is to provide a new study 

into the potentials of adaptive control via neural network architectures as such the linear (LNU) and 

higher-order (HONUs) neural units with real-time-recurrent-learning (RTRL) and batch-propagation-

through-time (BPTT) training methods. This investigation will be undertaken via application of the 

adaptive identification and control software application as presented in the work [22]. 

 

Investigation via means of an adaptive neural network based approach, arises from the already 

promising theoretical studies of higher-order neural units (HONUs), especially the quadratic neural 

unit for engineering problems [23]-[28]. These studies are focused on the use of supervised learning 

based approaches for polynomial structured neural units, also known as a class of HONUs, for 

adaptive identification and control of real engineering systems. Successful implementation of a 

quadratic neural unit controller (Neuro-controller) may be recalled from the work [21], used for 

control of a bathyscaphe system located in the automatic control laboratories of FME at CTU. 

Where, here, such controller adhered more closely to the desired behaviour of the system than the 

conventionally used PID controller. An extension on this result may also be recalled in the work [22]. 

Where, further study was made, via introduction of a new software application for adaptive 

identification and control, along with further testing on both a theoretical system and the previously 

mentioned bathyscaphe system. Given these results of real implementation, section 4.3 of this thesis 

thus aims to investigate via a similar approach the use of such adaptive linear and higher order 

neural unit based architectures for control of the hoist deceleration problem. The results of section 

4.3 are based on two cases of study. The first utilises the measured data of the Gude GSZ 200/400 

hoist mechanism as presented in section 3.3. However, due to the Gude GSZ 200/400 being a 

mechanically braked hoist, the only option for an electrical means of control of this hoist is via an 

extended single phase variable frequency drive or an additional electrically controlled braking 

system, extended onto the hoist rotor shaft. Thus, an equivalanced deceleration characteristic is 

modelled via a conversion table of the given speeds to corresponding input frequencies which may 

be altered in the sense of an electrically braked hoist as a means of control, such as the considered 

Gude GSZ 200/400 with extended variable frequency drive. This study highlights that although the 

initial characteristic for a standard braking process may be quite undesirable, the investigated form 

of adaptive control is still able to achieve desirable control of the hoist deceleration as is later shown 

in Figure 35 & Figure 36 of this thesis. The second case examples a reviewed case study of a mine 

hoist application from the work [20]. This particular hoist system features a dynamic braking system, 
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which may be controlled via influencing of field current, with the output being the hoist 

deceleration, corresponding to the lowering supply current. The capabilities of the quadratic neural 

unit with BPTT training are later shown in Figure 39, further showing the potentials that a neural 

network based adaptive control scheme has in application to hoist deceleration control of real 

industrial hoist mechanisms especially exampled with use of real hoist data, different to that of 

those presented in previous theoretical studies dedicated to the problem.  

2. Description of the Industrial Problem in Relation to Hoist 

Mechanisms 

Hoist mechanisms are one of the most crucial tools used in today’s industry. These mechanisms 

widely vary in terms of size and application as such, from heavy lifting as in the crane industry to 

elevators, mining cabins etc. However when it comes to safety of this general class of industrial 

hoists a key area which is in need of further study, is that of analysis of the real braking torque 

present within the hoist mechanism. The braking torque is indeed a crucial element as it is ultimately 

this parameter that defines the strength of the hoist braking mechanism, prior to slipping of the 

load. Should the braking torque be overlooked, this can certainly lead to very large or even fatal 

consequences within the workplace and applications for which they are used in, the ultimate 

consequence being loss of load, due to poor inspection of the static braking torque present on the 

hoist.  

 

Figure 1: Hoist Mechanism – Principle of Braking Torque (modification from [17]) 

In Figure 1, the principle behind the braking torque of an industrial hoist mechanism is illustrated. 

Here we see that the braking torque is in fact the torque or rotational force required to suspend the 

load of the hoist in the air, should the braking mechanism be disregarded i.e.; the torque necessary 

to substitute for the braking mechanism, in order to keep the hoist load suspended. 

According to crane industrial hoist standards as such that of the AS1418.1 -2002 Clause 7.12.8.1 [1]; 

Braking systems shall comply with a minimum braking torque of 1.6 times the rated capacity in a 

static condition and arrest a minimum of 1.2 times the rated hoist capacity, from the maximum 
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lowering speed, in a dynamical sense. Should the hoist mechanism suspend less than 1.6 times the 

rated capacity of the hoist mechanism, the load would be at serious risk of being lost by the brake 

pads, due to insufficient grasping at the brake lining. Currently the methods used in the industry in 

order to comply with the standards, feature for example over-tightening of the braking callipers, 

which in turn leads to larger wearing of the braking pads. This is a rather mechanical solution, which 

is only possible within a few times of application, not to mention the large estimation factor that 

takes place without actual measurement of the mechanism. Till this day the braking torque is often 

calculated in a simplified manner, often being calculated via only consideration of the overall 

average deceleration and not with consideration of the other areas of the braking process present in 

the deceleration characteristic. Furthermore, a disregard into the passive resistances within the 

mechanism, that subtract from the actual value of braking torque. One such significant factor is the 

passive resistances due to viscosity of the gearbox oil, for large application hoist mechanisms, which 

is variable with temperature of the gearbox. Thus till this day, there are no clear methods employed 

throughout the industry which are able to determine the braking torque in an effective, accurate 

manner.  

A parallel problem to this, and the second area of focus in this thesis, is the area of hoist 

deceleration control, primarily for industrial hoists with electric braking systems. The necessity for 

investigation in this field arises from the increasing necessity for safety within in the industry. In 

terms of the hoist deceleration, here too a given industrial hoist must comply within a set regulation 

for the maximal and minimal allowable hoist deceleration, to provide safe braking of the hoist load. 

Such consequences are that too high deceleration may lead to overstressing of the hoist mechanism 

and structure, further, damaging of the load. Furthermore, too low deceleration can lead to 

incompliance with standards and thus being a safety issue, due to potential loss of load in the worst 

case. Till this day various solutions and devices have been proposed to achieve controlled 

deceleration of the industrial hoist braking. Such methods till this date include the conventional PID 

controller, where the set point deceleration and actual deceleration of the hoist are used as the 

input value of the control system. Or further a fuzzy logic based controller, with a rule based system 

defined for given limits of the deceleration as input and necessary force for output to manipulate 

the deceleration. A more recent method may be reviewed in the work [18], where a theoretical 

study into a fuzzy neural network based controller was proposed to achieve improved behaviour of 

the hoist deceleration. The results of this study were compared to the conventional PID controller 

and fuzzy controller, with tests on the hoist as an identified model, showing better behaviour via the 

proposed fuzzy-neural adaptive approach. However till now, hoist deceleration control is not a 

widely studied area. With certain solutions to this problem, in terms of produced devices, being in 

some cases uneconomical especially, for use on smaller sized hoist applications, or not being the 

most optimal solution. Similarly with the above mentioned controllers investigated in the industry, 

here too is a necessity for further study to either further optimize the proposed methods of control 

for more adequate functionality and also investigation into other alternative computational methods 

for control.  

2.1 - Theories and Principles behind Calculation of Real Braking Torque 

Referring back to Figure 1, we may see in brief the notion of braking torque. This may be defined as 

the torque (or moment) necessary to keep the load under suspension, given the absence of all the 

braking mechanism, which mechanically keeps the load suspended. With this we may set out to 

derive the true braking torque from the following classical definition; 
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 .T J ε=  (1) 

Equation (1) describes the classical definition for rotational torque, where J denotes the moment of 

inertia of a rotational mass and ε, denoting the angular acceleration of the rotational mass. From 

this definition we may then develop out the definition of the real braking torque in the following 

manner; 

 . .
. . .( ).eq eq

T mech rot linB J J+ ζ = + ε∑ ∑  (2) 

Here BT [N.m] denotes the real braking torque, where .mechζ represents the total mechanical torque 

such to add to the braking torque of the whole hoist mechanism and ε, representing the angular 

acceleration [rad/s2]. With equation (2) we see that in a real hoist system, there is a combination of 

rotational and linearly moving masses which must be equivalanced for evaluation of the braking 

torque. Further to this, there exists a total mechanical torque which helps the braking of the hoist 

mechanism i.e.; passive resistances of the rope winding, viscosity of the gearbox oil, all of which 

should be considered when evaluation braking torque of a hoist mechanism. Thus the goal is now to 

derive, these key variables necessary for evaluation of the real braking torque as per equation (2).  

 

Figure 2: Hoist Mechanism – Components of hoist (adopted from Figure E1 ref. [3]) 
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The above figure (Figure 2) illustrates the key components of the hoist mechanism, necessary for 

consideration for the braking torque calculation. In equation (2), we see two terms related to 

moment of inertia, one is related to an equivalanced moment of inertia of rotational masses and the 

other, related to total linear moving masses on the hoist mechanism. As per Figure 2, we see the 

hoist mechanism is divided into gearbox stages. The first shaft features the motor, shaft coupling 

and 1st pinion, all masses present on the first shaft must be added together to give a total inertia on 

the common shaft. Similarly, the 2nd shaft must summate the 2nd pinion and 1st gear wheel 

respectively. In case where the calculated shaft is the last shaft, the hoist rope drum must also be 

taken into account. We may denote these total inertias of these individual shafts as Ji [kg.m2], where 

i=1,2,3,4 of each shaft respectively.  Then the equivalent moment of inertia for each shaft with 

respect to the first shaft may be calculated via the following expression; 

 
2

.
i

eq i
drive

N
J J

N

 
=  

 
 (3) 

Equation (3) applies to a general layout of a hoist mechanism, where the 1st pinion is driven on the 

same shaft line as the hoist motor. Ni denotes the rotational speeds of the respective shafts [rev/s], 

with Ndrive being the rotational speed of the motor or in case where the motor is applied via a chain 

or belt drive configuration, the rotational speed of the 1st shaft [rev/sec]. 

In the sense of linear moving masses present on the hoist, we must also equivalence this as follows; 

 
2

._ 2
i

eq lin i
drive

V
J m

N

 
=  π 

 (4) 

Equation (4) denotes the equivalanced moment of inertia of the linearly moving masses as individual 

components. Here, mi denotes mass of the component and Vi is the moving (lifting) speed of the 

load or mass element [m/s]. Once established, these moments of inertia in a linear moving and 

rotational moving sense, respectively, may be summed together to provide the final form of total 

moment of inertias as in equation (2).  

A further consideration may be drawn into evaluation of the braking torque over various sections of 

the hoist mechanism, assuming we know the overall braking torque or a set value of the total 

braking torque. As the braking torque itself as a whole, is present over the braking elements (i.e; 

brake lining). Thus, to individually assess the braking torque over the individual hoist components, 

we may break the hoist down to the being and ends of the hoist shafts, or inputs and outputs of the 

hoist shafts, respectively. With this, each input and output of the various hoist shaft stages may be 

calculated as follows; 

 
( 1)

1
_

1/

1
. .

out i

i
Ti in

i i i

N
B T

N−

−

−

 =   η
 (5) 

Equation (5) depicts the braking torque of the individual shaft (BTi_in) at input, where ηi-1/I represents 

the mechanical losses between the previous shaft and the current shaft under calculation. 

Furthermore,
( 1)out i

T
−

 
   stands for the braking torque of the previous shaft output, considering the 

subtraction of torque due to inertias of the previous shaft. Thus, the 1st shaft would simply feature 
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the input of the total braking torque itself (BT) of the hoist mechanism, and the output braking 

torque at the end of the first shaft would be as follows; 

 1_ _ ._1 ._1( ).T out T total rot linB B J J= − + ε∑ ∑  (6) 

Where on knowing the total braking torque as a measured or set value, it may be subtracted by the 

sum of rotational and linear moving inertias, with respect to the given shaft. Thus, the general form 

for braking torque at the outputs for the various stages of the hoist mechanism may be derived as 

follows; 

 
( 1)

1 1
_ ._ ._

1/

1
. . ( ).

out i

i
Ti out rot i lin i

i i i i

N N
B T J J

N N−

−

−

 = − + ε  η ∑ ∑  (7) 

Here from equation (7), we see that on each output of the hoist shaft under calculation, the value of 

braking torque is further subtracted by the influences of inertia of the given shaft under calculation.  

Where, all variables are analogical to the above.  

Till now the calculation of the dynamical braking torque has been reviewed, however, another form 

of braking torque for analysis on an industrial hoist mechanism, is the static braking torque. The 

method behind determination of this static braking torque is rather simple once knowing the 

dynamic braking torque as a total. According to standards [1]-[3] the static braking torque may be 

determined as a factor of the dynamical braking torque, as follows; 

 _ _ . _ _ .

1.6
.

1.2T total st T total dynB B=  (8) 

Equation (8) depicts the relation between the static and dynamical braking torque. This is prescribed 

via standards due to the complex nature of determining the static braking torque. In theory, the 

values of static and dynamic braking torque, is in similar proportion to the coefficients of friction at 

static and dynamic states. However, these values are complex to determine concretely due to 

wearing, temperatures and humidity varying on the brake lining. Thus, equation (8) is empirically 

determined for a range of types of brake lining and is thus an acceptable relation for determining 

static braking torque in the scope of this thesis. 

From here we now have two missing elements in accordance with (2), the angular deceleration and 

the torque of mechanical components, which will subtract from the braking torque to give us the 

real value. These components must be measured, and it is indeed the focus of the following 

subsections of this thesis, to determine and analyse these values.  
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3. Solutions to Real Braking Torque Measurement and Analysis 

 

This chapter presents the experimental setup behind measurement and analysis of the braking 

torque of an industrial hoist mechanism. Section 3.1 presents the hardware which I have setup and 

programmed for experimentation on the investigated hoist mechanism, the Gude GSZ 200/400.  The 

presented hardware setup is of a low-cost setup (estimated cost of the electrical equipment=1250Kč 

including cabling, Breadboard and the Raspberry Pi processor (at 900Kč). The presented sensors of 

which were purchased accordingly; PIC16F628A=56Kč, CNY70=19,40Kč, TCST2103=32,10Kč, 

DS18B120=55,00Kč and the used resistors valued at 2Kč per piece), whilst still providing adequate 

measurement of the necessary hoist mechanism data. Section 3.2 presents the new application 

which I have designed and programmed for measurement and analysis of the braking torque for a 

general sense of industrial hoist mechanisms, produced in Python 2.6 with wx.Python, Numpy, 

Matplotlib and RPi.GPIO Modules ([9]-[12]). With the experimental results of the measurement 

following in section 3.3 and the resulting braking torque analysis from measured data produced in 

section 3.3, shown later in section 3.4. 

 

3.1 – Hardware Setup for Measurement   

This subsection outlines the experimental setup of used hardware in this thesis, with focus on the 

principle of measurement for determining the real braking torque of a typical industrial hoist 

mechanism. Industrial hoist mechanisms range from several hundred kilograms of rated capacity 

into the order of tonnes due to the size of the application in the industry. For the scope of this thesis 

I will perform my experimentation on the Gude GSZ 200/400, rated for 200kg maximum lifting 

capacity on single reeving. This type of hoist mechanism was chosen due to the accessibility for 

measurement, good documentation, along with the size of the hoist being manageable for 

conducting the experimentation, which will follow in the next sections of this thesis. The 

specifications of the used hoist are given as follows; 

Max. Rated Capacity 200kg (single reeving)/400kg (2/1 reeving) 

Lifting Speed 8m/min 

Height of lifting (single reeving) 11m (single reeving)/5.5m (2/1 reeving) 

Hoist Motor Power 750 W 

Supply Voltage 230V – 50Hz 

 

Table 1 – Gude GSZ 200/400 Hoist Specifications – (modification of Table 1) 
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Figure 3: Assembly View and Full View of Gude GSZ 200/400 Hoist Mechanism (adopted and 

modified from [6]) 

In the above figure (Figure 3), the assembly view and full view of the Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist 

mechanism is shown. For the scope of this thesis, the areas of key interest lie at the hoist motor and 

brake system, marked from items 2-8, along with the gearbox elements at 9. In this hoist mechanism 

a single phase AC motor is used rated at 750 W/3.3 A, over 230V – 50Hz frequency. From the 

mechanism, we may identify that the used motor is in fact a size 71 standardised AC motor, with 2 

pole configuration at 3000 rpm speed. It is also necessary to determine the used gearing 

configuration for correct determination of the reduction ratio, at each stage of the gearbox 

mechanism. This is vital in correctly computing the rotationally moving masses as required for 

determination of the braking torque (ref. equation (2)), thus access to the gearbox casing is an 

important feature of the chosen hoist. In larger industrial hoist mechanisms, the gearbox features an 

inspection hole, at the gearbox casing and this would be an important element for access during 

temperature measurement of the gearbox casing and oil temperatures.  

In this thesis, there are two key components to measure, the first is the deceleration of the hoist 

with the second being temperature of the gearbox, for analysis of influences of gearbox oil viscosity 

on the value of braking torque in larger industrial hoist mechanisms.  
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Thus two measurements must be implemented. The first is focused on capturing the revolutions of 

the motor as the speed of the motor decreases with time, during the deceleration process.  

 

 

Figure 4: Principle of Measurement – Angular distance in time measurement 

 

The above figure (Figure 4), shows the principle behind measurement of the angular distance of the 

hoist motor through time of deceleration. The hoist can be mounted with one of the two possible 

configurations as seen in Figure 4, the upper image is that of a coded wheel, spaced with equally 

divided increments of 3 degree, spaced squares. As the hoist motor rotates the transitions are 

detected via the optical reflective sensor as seen on the right. In principle, the optical reflective 

sensor works by emitting a low intensity light source repeatedly to the squares on the coded wheel, 

the collector end receives the incoming reflections with a setting of low voltage being triggered at 

every black square and high voltage on every white square of the coded wheel, or may be 

programmed vice versa. Similarly, the second configuration on the bottom of Figure 4 is possible, 

with the coded track rather than being mounted as a wheel, would be mounted as a coded ring on 

the end of the hoist motor shaft. Depending on the best configuration due to accessibility on the 

hoist motor, the most suitable configuration may be chosen. In the scope of this thesis, both 

methods will be used in the results section of this work also as a comparative measure to ensure 

functionality of the used hardware (for specifications of the used optical reflective sensors see 

appendix section). 

As the hoist motor undergoes deceleration, real time measurement must be made to capture each 

coded square of the coded wheel (or ring) and detect the time between the transitions, as the hoist 

decelerates to a full stop. Thus, to ensure fast and accurate operation of the used sensor, I have 

implemented a connection board featuring a PIC16F628A microcontroller [15] for connection with 

the CNY 70 or TCST2103 optical reflective sensors [13]-[14], as used in this work. 
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Figure 5: Circuit Diagram of the Connection Board for Connection of Sensors to Processor (Raspberry 

Pi)  

The above figure (Figure 5), shows the circuit diagram of the connection board, which I have 

implemented via a breadboard, for connection of the necessary sensors to the Raspberry Pi 

processing unit, after review of the necessary hardware requirements in accordance with the CNY 

70, TCST2103 and DS18B120 manufacturers datasheets [13]-[16]. To ensure sufficient response time 

of the optical reflective sensor (CNY 70 & TCST2103) with the coded divisions, 550Ω ohms was 

chosen at the anode according to the response characteristic from the manufactures 

documentations [13] & [14]. Once this optical reflective sensor is triggered, these pulses are relayed 

to the PIC 16F628A microcontroller. This microcontroller is programmed to raise an interrupt flag, 

every time the optical reflective sensor is triggered, via a transition between the coded squares on 

the hoist motor shaft. This is then able to be programmed to one of the PIC output pins in this case 

pin RA0 and be relayed to a processor for data recording and analysis, in real time. As a further visual 

aid, a simple LED is connected in series to the RA0 pin, to glow when high levels are triggered at the 

PIC microcontroller output.  

As for the second component, the temperature measurement, we may directly use Raspberry Pi. 

Here the sensor may be read through direct connection with the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi and 

connection with the temperature sensor port located on the implemented connection board. The 

implemented temperature sensor in this thesis is the Dallas DS18B120 [16], this sensor was chosen 

for its adequate temperature range and good compatibility with the other used hardware. The 

operating range of this sensor is -55° to +125° C, with operating voltage range of 0.5 V – 6 V.  
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Figure 6: Sensor configuration on Hoist Mechanism 

 

 

Figure 7: Experimental Setup – Hoist Mounted on Frame with Load 
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The above figure (Figure 6), shows the setup of the used sensors with the Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist 

mechanism. Here the methods of measurement used were via a coded ring, with the CNY 70 sensor 

used to detect the increments of coded track around the hoist motor shaft. Furthermore, as a 

comparative measure, the TCST2103 optical reflective sensor with coded wheel was implemented. 

On the right, we see the DS18B120 temperature sensor mounted on the hoist mechanism. Here the 

sensor was insulated and mounted to the gearbox casing. In practise, with this used hoist, the gears 

mounted in the hoist gearbox are lubricated via grease, rather than oil. Thus, for the scope of this 

thesis it is enough to measure the gearbox casing temperature for the corresponding deceleration 

measurement, as the deceleration characteristic would be negligibly changed. In larger industrial 

hoist applications where there are varying operating temperatures with an oil lubricated gearbox, it 

would be important to consider the temperature measurement and hence why it is implemented in 

this measurement (see appendix section, under braking torque application code lines 338-387). 

However, the results of this thesis will be focused on a single temperature setting, with focus on the 

effects of braking torque and deceleration due to varying of load.  

From Figure 7, we can see the overall setup behind the measurement of the hoist mechanism. Here 

the hoist is mounted on a 4m high frame, structurally well within the strength limits of loading for 

this measurement. It is necessary to ensure a good working height in order that the hoist may fully 

accelerate as well as decelerate within a safe working distance. The hoist is configured with a single 

reeved configuration (direct winding onto the rope drum). The Gude GSZ 200/400 is also possible to 

configure as a 2/1 reeving with 400kg loading capacity, however for safety and handling, this thesis 

will focus on measurement with a single reeving setup, meaning a maximum working load of 200kg. 

The bottom block of the hoist thus features a loading platform, capable of holding this maximum 

rated load, loaded with 20kg concrete plates accordingly, as the linearly moving mass at 

measurement. 

3.2 – Overview in Design & Use of Application  

The purpose of this subsection is to outline the design and development of this new unique braking 

torque analysis application for real-time measurement and analysis on industrial hoist mechanisms, 

in regards to their real braking torque. Further to this, I will also demonstrate the usability of this 

new application, with the results as presented in section 3.3-3.4, performed on the Gude GSZ 

200/400 hoist mechanism. The goal is to create an application where the engineer or trained user, 

who is investigating the braking torque of an industrial hoist mechanism, may either initially 

measure or load previously measured data into the application and perform the necessary 

calculations in determination of the braking torque. Here too the application should provide 

visualisations of the measured data as well as results of the braking torque analysis, and to also 

compare whether the hoist under investigation is within the prescribed limits of braking torque, 

both in a static and dynamic sense as according to standard hoist codes. 

Recalling equation (2), we can note that in order to determine the real braking torque of a hoist 

mechanism, we must determine the deceleration of the hoist mechanism and further to this the 

torque due to the mechanical components of the hoist. Thus, the essence of measurement lies 

within determination of the hoist deceleration. Separately to this, various factors such as the overall 

mechanisms resistance in suspending the load, in the event of its braking system being disengaged 

also influences the accuracy of the braking torque value. Furthermore, operation of the hoist 

mechanism at substantially different temperatures can too also affect the overall braking torque in 
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the sense of viscosity of the gearbox fluid being different and thus too affects the value of the 

deceleration of the hoist mechanism as well as the torque holding the load due to the mechanical 

components of the mechanism. In this application, two main measurements are thus to be analysed. 

The first is the deceleration of the hoist and the second being the temperature of the hoist gearbox 

at operation. Given these key pieces of data, the braking torque may be determined via 

programmed algorithms in the application that are based on the previously reviewed theory in 

section 2.1. 

Figure 8, depicts the overall layout of the application. Here the main interface is divided into several 

key panels, these panels correspond to the process behind determination of the braking torque. The 

first panel in Figure 8 is dedicated to all necessary general data about the hoist mechanism under 

investigation. The user must specify the hoist motors speed as well as the lifting speed, furthermore 

the rope drum diameter and mass of the load at testing.  

 

Figure 8: The Designed and Developed Application for Braking Torque Measurement (Braking Torque 

Analysis Application)  

Another key piece of data required is the moment of inertia of each rotational mass featured on the 

several stages of the hoist gearbox. It is necessary to compute an equivalence of these rotational 

inertias with respect to the 1st shaft as according to equation (3). Thus all speeds as well as all 

moments of inertia on the respective shafts must be considered. As for computation of the inertias 

of linearly moving masses (equation (4)) on the hoist mechanism, the necessary data is supplied in 

the general data section of the application. Should the user be unable to identify the hoist motor on 

their investigated hoist mechanism, standard motor tables are featured in this application to cover a 

general range of typically used industrial hoist motors.  
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On the right side of this interface, we see two internal plots. These plots were designed to visualise 

the measured data of the hoist system. On the upper half of the screen the user may analyse the 

measured deceleration characteristic through the plot of degrees of rotation against time. The 

second plot features the temperature measurement, for the working temperature of the hoist 

gearbox, in sense of heavy industrial hoist mechanisms where oil is present in the gearbox and may 

be subject to largely varying temperatures. To these plots two key buttons were thus incorporated.  

These plot buttons, allow the user under the same hardware setup as I have proposed to measure 

the characteristics from the hoist, directly. However if the user already has data from any other 

means of measurement, they may directly use the plot data button for visualisation and further the 

calculation functions for determination of the braking torque (the loaded data must be written 

under the file names “rad.txt”, “time.txt”, “t.txt” and “temp.txt”, corresponding to the angular 

distance measurement over time and temperature measurement respectively). The lower half of the 

interface shows the calculation functions. It is here that I have programmed a series of algorithms, 

corresponding to the calculation of the real braking torque for both static and dynamical torques. A 

diagnosis button is also featured for both cases to compare whether the investigated hoist 

mechanism complies with the industrial standards of static and dynamic braking torque or not. 

 

Figure 9: Shaft Data Segment of the Braking Torque Analysis Application 

In the above figure (Figure 9), we see a segment of the interface corresponding to the data entry of 

the first shaft, according to the layout of typical industrial hoist mechanisms. In general, the first 

shaft includes the motor or other drive elements which may be incorporated in inertia J1, from here 

the user must also know via documentation of their hoist mechanism, the kind of coupling used, 

having an inertia corresponding to J2 with the edit titled J3, used for the inertia of the 1st pinion. In 

principle each shafts pinion and gear wheels must be considered as rotational masses, which adds to 

the overall rotational inertia of the hoist mechanism and furthermore influences the overall value of 

the braking torque. The user should also know the size of these gear elements and thus also the 

reduction ratios for each stage of the gearbox mechanism, to supply an accurate equivalence of the 

respective shaft to the first shaft of the hoist as in accordance with equation (3). All other rotational 

inertias, such as the rope drum on the final stage of the gearbox should be considered per respective 

shaft of the hoist mechanism.  

Figure 10, depicts the main interface featured with a plot of the deceleration characteristic of the 

used hoist in this thesis, at a full load test. This plot is featured to re-draw the newly measured 

values of angular displacement over time, rather than a real-time plot. This is due to the 

deceleration process being too fast in certain applications for accurate real-time plotting. According 

the principle of measurement, as in section 3, the used method features plotting of the change of 

time against equal radians on the coded wheel. Thus, as the hoist decelerates we may monitor over 

time how the speed of the hoist abates over the same increment of radians. In more detail, 

regarding the plotting functions featured in this application, Figure 11 shows an example plot of the 

deceleration characteristic, measured on the used hoist with full loading.  Here angular increments 
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of distance are plotted against the time during the deceleration process.  A navigation tool bar is 

thus incorporated to enable the user to zoom, pan, adjust or save the plot as required for their use. 

 

 

Figure 10: Braking Torque Analysis Application with Half Load Measurement 

 

 

Figure 11: Braking Torque Analysis Application – Measured Angular Displacement Characteristic Due 

to Deceleration 
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Figure 12: Braking Torque Analysis Application – Dynamic Braking Torque Characteristic 

 

Figure 13: Braking Torque Analysis Application – Dynamic Braking Torque Diagnosis 
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Figure 12, shows the calculation function of the dynamic braking torque. Here the user may analyse 

both the static and dynamic braking torque of their hoist mechanisms via the programmed buttons 

on the interface. It is essential that the data files used if not directly measured via the braking torque 

application, should be in the path of the application folder. The user may then visualise the 

calculated braking torque of their hoist mechanism, via a separate external plot, which is activated 

via the calculation button and data window. The second result of this function is an external 

window, which depicts the values of the braking torque as they are calculated over each sample of 

the measured hoist data. Figure 13, depicts the diagnosis functions for braking torque analysis of the 

application. These functions are designed for both the dynamic and static braking torque 

respectfully. According to industrial hoist standards as such that of [1]-[3], the dynamical braking 

torque must be greater than 1.2 times the full rated load of the hoist mechanism used. Thus, this 

value must be compared with the real braking torque determined in the calculation function. Since 

the value prescribed in standards is the utmost minimum value allowed for the hoist mechanism, 

therefore each calculated real braking torque value is subtracted with this minimal value. If the 

result is negative, this implies that the hoist mechanism indeed has lower braking torque than what 

is prescribed by standards, a key reason for this may be too low deceleration thus it is another focus 

in this thesis to look at control of the hoist deceleration. Further to this, if the value is highly positive, 

this implies too high braking torque on the hoist mechanism. 

3.3 – Experimental Results of the Measurement 

Following the design and development of this application, for evaluation of real braking torque as 

presented in the previous subsection. The goal behind this component of the thesis is to analyse the 

experimental results, measured from a real hoist mechanism and to ultimately evaluate the real 

braking torque of the investigated system, via means of the previously introduced application.  

The hoist used for investigation, in the scope of this thesis is the Gude GSZ 200/400. Here the 

maximum capacity for safe working, is rated at 200kg for single reeving. As a result of this, the 

experimentation is thus set for measurement at full loading, half loading and no loading respectively, 

with the aim to capture the difference in behaviour of deceleration at different loading conditions of 

the hoist, and its ultimate effect on the value of braking torque. The following results are obtained 

via the experimental hardware presented in section 3.1, with all measurements conducted for the 

lowering phase of the hoist lifting.  

Figure 14, depicts the angular displacement of the hoist rotor during the deceleration process under 

full loading (200 kg) of the hoist mechanism. From this result depicted in Figure 14, we may see that 

under full loading the deceleration process took 0.15 seconds from full speed till stop. Furthermore, 

the overall angular distance travelled by the hoist rotor was 10.05 radians or 575°.  Further, we may 

note the shape of the angular displacement characteristic. Here, during the first thousands of a 

second in the deceleration process, the hoist features quite large displacement, due to the higher 

speeds on the hoist rotor at the beginning of the braking process, as the process continues this time 

interval for travel of the hoist rotor over each division on the coded track grows. Towards the final 

division of the coded track, the hoist takes substantially larger time comparative to the last value, to 

travel the same 6° interval, until full stop is reached.  

From this, we may see a direct reflection of this characteristic in the nature of the angular speed 

over time for this hoist mechanism under full loading.  
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Figure 14: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Displacement at Deceleration with 

Full Loading 

 

Figure 15: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Speed at Deceleration with Full 

Loading 
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Figure 15, depicts the angular speed decay over the deceleration process for the same loading 

conditions as above. At the beginning of the braking process, the speed of the hoist rotor is in the 

region of 320 rad/s. This is due to the hoist at full speed, without any braking, being 329 rad/s at the 

rotor, for a 3150 rpm, taking in account the slightly increased speed due to lowering of the hoist 

with addition of the effects of full load. During measurement, we may observe a small set of values 

around the beginning of the deceleration characteristic, which corresponds to the initial samples 

before braking as well as reaction time of the hoist brake lining after de-energising. However, for the 

scope of this thesis, we are interested in the deceleration process itself and hence previous values 

before the deceleration are omitted. In the first few hundredths of a second, the hoist features quite 

a rapid drop in speed going from 329 rad/s to 50rad/s in the first 0.06 seconds of the deceleration 

characteristic. Following this, the speed abates to a shallow rate of deceleration till its final stop.  

Overall the duration of the deceleration process is quite short, the whole process as seen in the full 

load measurement, lasting for only 0.15 seconds, as in the case of this hoist. This value significantly 

varies for the size and applications of various hoist mechanisms used in the industry. As exampled in 

[8], a dockyard container crane with an overall hoisting time of several minutes for the load to reach 

full height, may have a deceleration characteristic lasting up to 6 seconds overall, with large angular 

displacement after de-energising of the hoist motor. Another interesting observation from Figure 15, 

is the shape of the angular speed characteristic. What we may note is that at the initial stages of 

braking, the deceleration of the tested hoist is significantly higher than the final stages. Due to the 

speed drop of the first segment of this characteristic being approximately 75%, we may regard this 

as the main zone of braking effect. Following this, the second zone of the hoist speed characteristic 

features substantially lower speeds and thus, may be seen as in a creeping phase till the full stop is 

reached. In this phase, the deceleration seems to abate in less of a linear manner to the first 

component of the hoist speed characteristic. From a theoretical perspective, this variation of 

deceleration is a reflection of the changing coefficients of friction acting on the brake lining during 

the deceleration process. Where, a transition phase from lower dynamical friction coefficients to 

higher static coefficient values is realised, with the process being in a more static phase onto much 

lower speeds, corresponding to near full stop of the hoist motor. 

For the purpose of evaluation of the resulting braking torque value of the investigated hoist 

mechanism an average of the deceleration during the various segments of the angular speed 

characteristic (corresponding to a line of best fit over the various portions of high and low speeds) 

will be taken. The key result of which will correspond to the main zone of braking in the first portion 

of the respective speed characteristics. Figure 16, depicts the angular displacement characteristic for 

half loading (100kg) of the hoist mechanism, during braking. Here we see a significant difference to 

the full load characteristic in terms of the overall time for deceleration and overall angular 

displacement during the deceleration process. From the obtained measurements on the tested 

hoist, the overall time of deceleration was 0.062 seconds under half load. Furthermore, the angular 

displacement is almost half of that under full loading, being 4.9 radians or 280°. From this 

observation, we may confirm this result to a general hypothesis, being that under full loading, we 

should expect larger angular distance travelled to reach full stop. This is due to the relation seen in 

equation (2), where the product of equivalent inertias with angular deceleration is such that for 

higher loading, in order to preserve a similar range of braking torque, the angular deceleration must 

be lower. 
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Figure 16: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Displacement at Deceleration with 

Half Loading 

Figure 17, shows the consequence of the previous angular displacement as an angular speed decay 

at half load. Similarly to the full load angular speed characteristic, the angular speed at half load 

follows a very similar shape. The first two hundredths of a second, during the deceleration features 

the hoist being in its main zone of braking. Where, from three hundredths of a second and onwards 

to final stopping time, the hoist reaches much lower speeds and consequently is in a creeping phase 

till full stop. From the measurement several minor discrepancies may be noted. Looking on the 

angular displacement graphs and comparing with the respective angular speed graphs, we may find 

that in both loading conditions, although the displacement characteristic appears quite smooth, the 

angular speed seem to show several discrepancies, where the value of speed between several 

intervals are very close or almost the same with one another. This may be due to time reading of the 

equipment featuring slight inaccuracies in reading. Due to the whole braking process being quite 

rapid, minor changes in order of few thousandths of a second may result in a significant discrepancy 

with respect to the angular speed characteristic. Or furthermore, may be the result of minor 

vibrations within the hoist mechanism or structure. In spite of this, the overall characteristic is quite 

well depicted in the results, clearly illustrating to us the behaviour of the hoist during its 

deceleration. Given the above results for both full and half loading conditions on the tested hoist 

mechanism, it is also interesting to test how the investigated hoist mechanism behaves under no 

load, being that of just the loading hook mass itself. In industrial practise this is not necessary due to 

there being no load present on the hoist, thus no danger can be imposed as a result of high 

deceleration or braking torque. However, for the scope of this thesis, it is interesting for us to note 

how the investigated hoist behaves during deceleration at no load, and especially to compare time 

and angular distance travelled by the hoist rotor for the given loading condition, in comparison with 

those previously investigated.  
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Figure 17: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Speed at Deceleration with Half 

Loading 

 

Figure 18: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Displacement at Deceleration with 

No Additional Loading 
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Figure 18, shows the angular displacement characteristic under a no loading condition. What we 

may first observe is the overall time of deceleration under no load, was measured to be 0.051 

seconds, being approximately one hundredth of a second faster than the half loading of the same 

hoist mechanism. Another key value is the overall angular distance, here we see on Figure 18, that 

the hoist reached 2 radians or 114° of angular displacement from the start of braking, till full stop.  

Figure 19, depicts the resulting angular speed under the no loading condition. Here we may note 

that from the initial moments of braking, the hoist mechanism features a larger rate of deceleration 

as compared to the previously investigated loading conditions. Under no load, the hoist feature 

substantially short time of braking to reach full stop and also starting from a lower speed being in 

the region of 314 rad/s which corresponds to the nominal speed in rad/s of the hoist motor without 

loading. Here, the main zone of braking effect occurs almost instantly, the hoist mechanism within 

the first 0.01 seconds drops its speed to 50 rad/s and from there on, thus acts more so in a creeping 

phase, due to a rather shallow speed decay till full stop. Another point of interest as seen in Figure 

19, as well as the previously analysed characteristics, is the final value of the angular speed results. 

In all graphs the final value, contrary to what we could expect to be at zero value, is here shown to 

finish slightly above zero. This is due to the fact that on the several last intervals of the coded wheel 

(or ring), travelled by the hoist rotor, featuring a slower and slower speed. Once the hoist enters the 

final interval, the hoist has an even lower speed than the final value plotted on the depicted charts. 

However, its final value is unable to be read, due to the inability to hit the next interval, where 

another transition and correspondingly time registration could be met.  

 

Figure 19: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results – Angular Speed at Deceleration with No 

Additional Loading 

In the sense of Figure 19, a larger drop would have taken place from the final value to zero stop and 

consequently a slightly longer time. However the sensor was unable to reach the next marker 
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necessary to record this last value. In spite this, the characteristic in all cases is still clearly 

represented, with this discrepancy for purposes of braking torque evaluation, being negligible. 

 

Figure 20: Braking Torque Analysis–  Data Log at Deceleration with No Additional Loading (measured 

with Labjack U3-HV)  

As a comparative measure, Figure 20 is included to show a more illustrative view of the measuring 

equipment during the deceleration process. Here, simultaneously as the results of Figure 18 & Figure 

19 were measured, additionally the Labjack U3-HV DAQ module was used to see the behaviour of 

the used optical reflective sensor during this deceleration process. What we may note from this data 

log, is that as each interval is travelled by the hoist rotor, so too a transition is raised on the optical 

reflective sensor, from high to low (or low to high) voltage. As the sensor operates in the range of 0 – 

5V, we may see the signal characteristic has a peak voltage at high range of +4.7 V and +0V on low 

range values. From Figure 20, we may note that the deceleration process happens from 1.19 

seconds after start of the measurement, due to allowance of time for the hoist to reach full speed on 

lowering, before measurement of its deceleration characteristic till stop. Furthermore, with each 

interval of transition from high to low, or vice-versa, we see the gradual increase in time it takes 

between each interval, which is a direct consequence of the braking process.  

3.4 – Experimental Results of the Braking Torque Analysis 

Following the experimental results in the previous subsection, we may now determine the braking 

torque acting on the hoist mechanism during its respective deceleration processes. To begin, we 

must first establish the moments of inertias of all rotational components on the hoist mechanism, in 

order to develop the sum of equivalent inertias as reviewed in eq. (2) 

The Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist mechanism, features a two stage reduction gearbox, with an overall 

gear ratio of 1/81, each stage featuring a 1/9 reduction. At first, this gearing ratio may seem quite 

high, however due to this hoist being a small application hoist mechanism, the manufacturing of 

such gearbox is aimed to be as economical as possible, and hence featuring a two stage reduction 

gearbox is one method of saving costs at production and is a likely reason for such design. With this 

said the calculations of the moment of inertias for the gearbox elements are as follows; 
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Calculation of moments of inertia for gearbox elements 

For rotational cylindrical masses, the moment of inertia of the rotational element with its respective 

shaft may be calculated via the following relation; 

 2
gJ R m= +  (9) 

Where, Rg
2  is the radius of gyration of the respective rotational element and m, stands for the mass 

of the rotational element. For computation of the radius of gyration, we may refer to the following 

relation for cylindrical elements; 

 
2 2

2

2 12g

R L
R = +  (10) 

Where, R is the radius of the cylindrical element and L standing for the length. Given this we may 

proceed to calculate the moments of inertias of the respective gear elements, in the following 

manner; 

1st & 2nd Pinion 

For R = 4.5 mm,  L = 17.6 mm; 

 
2 2

2 5 2(0.0045) (0.0176)
3.59 10

2 12gR m−= + = ×  (11) 

 6 3. 7750 (1.119 10 ) 8.67 10m V kgρ − −= = × × = ×  (12) 

 2 5 3 7 2. 3.59 10 8.67 10 3.112 10 .gJ R m kg m− − −= = × × × = ×  (13) 

1st & 2nd Gear Wheel 

For R = 41 mm,  L = 5 mm; 

 
2 2

2 4 2(0.041) (0.005)
8.425 10

2 12gR m−= + = ×  (14) 

 5. 7750 (2.6405 10 ) 0.204m V kgρ −= = × × =  (15) 

 2 4 4 2. 8.425 10 0.204 1.72 10 .gJ R m kg m− −= = × × = ×  (16) 

Rope Drum 

For R = 35 mm,  L = 110 mm; 

 
2 2

2 3 2(0.035) (0.110)
1.6208 10

2 12gR m−= + = ×  (17) 

Mass = 3kg (measured value); 
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 2 3 3 2. 1.602 10 3 4.8624 10 .gJ R m kg m− −= = × × = ×  (18) 

The final value necessary for calculation of the braking torque is the moment of inertia of the hoist 

motor. From standard hoist motor catalogues [4]-[5], we may obtain for the size 71 frame hoist 

motor as on the Gude GSZ 200/400, the moment of inertia is 0.00047 kg.m2, including the inertia of 

the disc brake.  

 

Figure 21: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results– Dynamic Braking Torque Characteristic at 

Half Load Measurement (considering the averaged components of the speed characteristic 

in different zones of braking)  

 

Figure 22: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results– Dynamic Braking Torque Characteristic at 

Full Load Measurement (considering the averaged components of the speed characteristic 

in different zones of braking)  
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Figure 23: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results– Static Braking Torque Characteristic at Full 

Load Measurement (considering the averaged components of the speed characteristic in 

different zones of braking)  

 

Figure 24: Braking Torque Analysis Application Results– Static Braking Torque Characteristic at Half 

Load Measurement (considering the averaged components of the speed characteristic in 

different zones of braking)  

The above results depicted in Figure 21 & Figure 22, represent the dynamic braking torque 

characteristics at half and full load respectively. Due to the respective results of angular speed over 

time depicted in Figure 15 & Figure 17, we may simplify these produced characteristics into two 

linear components, resembling an average deceleration for the given sections of the hoist speed 
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characteristic, for better clarity in the braking torque analysis. In Figure 21 & Figure 22, the hoist 

mechanism features high deceleration at the initial stages of braking, in its main zone of braking 

effect and hence a high value of braking torque. According to the permissible values of dynamical 

braking torque, as prescribed in standards, this hoist mechanism at dynamic braking torque should 

not fall below 0.97 N.m, as computed for the hoist rotor, where the deceleration measurement has 

been made. Looking at the dynamical braking torque characteristics, the several last samples of the 

measured values fall below this prescribed minimum value, however at this stage the hoist 

mechanism is already considered to be past its braking stage, where the final values are almost at 

stopping point. Thus the samples of deceleration past 50 radians per second may be considered to 

be after the real braking effect of the hoist mechanism. With this, the overall value of braking torque 

would thus correspond to 6.5 N.m for half loading and 2.8 N.m for the hoist mechanism at full 

loading, with all values of the deceleration characteristic in the main braking effect zone, being in 

compliance with the prescribed standard values. 

As for the static braking torque characteristics as seen in Figure 23 & Figure 24, the hoist mechanism 

features similar results for the braking torque. For static braking torque the prescribed permissible 

minimum value for the investigated hoist, is 1.308 N.m. Recalling equation (8), we see that for 

calculation of the static braking torque as prescribed by standards, we may compute this value as a 

scaling from the dynamic braking torque. Thus, a direct reflection in the behaviour of the braking 

torque may be drawn at a static condition. At half loading the investigated hoist mechanism has an 

overall static braking torque value of 8.4 N.m, in its main zone of braking. At full loading the same 

hoist mechanism resulted in 3.8 N.m static braking torque, which is almost three times larger than 

the prescribed minimum value. Though the half load characteristic better complies with the 

prescribed minimum value as in accordance with industrial standards, its deceleration characteristic 

is significantly large at high speed, and in certain engineering applications, would be undesirable. 

Similarly the same may be seen in the sense of the full load speed characteristic. Thus, the next 

chapter of this thesis is dedicated to an investigation into control of the hoist deceleration. 

4. Study of Hoist Deceleration Control via a Neural Network Control 

System 
 

This chapter of the thesis aims to investigate the problem of hoist deceleration control. This section 

is motivated by promising theoretical studies to the problem as will be reviewed in the works [18]-

[19], as well as the previously presented results from section 3 of this thesis. As presented in these 

works the key goal is to control the rate of deceleration of the hoist mechanism, such to achieve as 

gentle and eased stopping as possible, which also has a direct effect on the overall braking torque of 

the hoist mechanism.  However, till now the field of this problem still is open to further research in 

more optimally behaving solutions to hoist deceleration control, and especially further investigation 

in application with real hoist mechanisms. Thus, another key contribution behind this thesis is a new 

study into the potentials of a neural network based approach for solution to the hoist deceleration 

problem. 
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4.1 – Brief Review of Recent Achievements in Hoist Deceleration Control  

Till this current day, investigation into the problem of hoist deceleration control is still ongoing. With 

recent works in this time aimed to provide further optimised solutions, to those previously 

presented. As far as real application of control systems extend in the industry, Those that are 

implemented for AC induction motors, are mostly controlled via extension of a variable frequency 

drive. Such drives may be programmed to gently alter the frequencies fed to the hoist motors, with 

the aim to decelerate the hoist motor via manipulation of hoist motor speed, and to only engage 

braking at a certain speed during the deceleration.  

In itself, such solution is advantageous in the sense of reduced wearing of the hoist motor brake 

lining, which can be quite an economical loss in terms of cost for regular maintenance and repair.  

Along with the controlled deceleration contributing to a gentler rate of descent in speed of the hoist 

load, which ultimate leads to less stress build up in the hoist wire rope, reducing issues associated 

with fatigue and furthermore, reduction in bobbing of the hoist load and prevention of possible load 

damage. With this said, further advancements are under investigation to enhance the performance 

of this type of motor control, to achieve as optimal behaviour of the hoist deceleration as possible. 

With its necessity becoming more significant in terms of safety as the demands in various industrial 

applications are at an increase. 

The first key work necessary to mention, is a study published in 2010, on variable frequency speed 

regulation based on a PLC fuzzy controller, for application to mining hoists.  Written by Wu. Y, Tian Z. 

and Xie M., this work is focused on control of hoist deceleration on a mining hoist by means of a 

fuzzy rule based controller. In previous works to this, implementation of the conventional PID 

controller was realised, with the results showing that it featured high overshooting problems along 

with long modulation time and weak controlling effect.  This work thus aimed to set out control of 

the mining hoist in the following manner; 

 

 

Figure 25: Structure of Fuzzy Control System for Hoist Deceleration Control (adopted from Figure 2.  

[19]) 

Figure 25 above, depicts the overall layout of the proposed fuzzy based control scheme, as applied 

to the mining hoist. As the hoist mechanism features a given desired behaviour of its speed or 

deceleration, this value is compared with the actual value of the hoist motor speed. This difference 

or error e, is fed into a fuzzy rule based controller along with a second input being an error variance 

ratio. Thus, this fuzzy based controller is a two input one output controller, with a control modifier 

as the output or conclusion of the rule based system. This modifier ultimately manipulates the 

frequency inverter to control its value as applied on the hoist motor mechanism. The conclusion 
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from this study was that on testing via a simulation model implemented in MATLAB SIMULINK, the 

behaviour of the fuzzy rule based controller featured promising results with the desired behaviour of 

the system, featuring very minor overshoot and more rapid response, than previously implemented 

the PID controller. 

An addition of this study can be drawn in the work [18], written by Liu J., Wang F, published in 2010. 

This work features control of a mine hoist motor via a fuzzy neural network based controller, as 

depicted in the below schematic; 

 

Figure 26: Structure of Fuzzy Neural Network Control System for Hoist Deceleration Control 

(adopted from Figure 1. [18]) 

Figure 26, depicts the overall layout of the proposed fuzzy based adaptive control scheme. Here 

instead of the hoist motor speed, the hoist motors deceleration is taken as the input values for the 

proposed controller. This controller is structured as a two input single output configuration, with the 

error in deceleration e, and change in error ec, being the first layer of the fuzzy neural network 

based controller.  

 

Figure 27: Inner Structure of Fuzzy Neural Network Control System for Hoist Deceleration Control 

(adopted from Figure 2. [18]) 
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Figure 27 shows the inner structure behind the proposed adaptive fuzzy controller. Here the 

deceleration error and its change are immediately evaluated with a series of fuzzy sets 

corresponding to the scale of the deceleration. The third layer features the fuzzy rule layer, with 

weight calculation function, from this weight calculation function a corresponding output fuzzy set 

may be triggered. These connection weights are trained via offline pre-training and the learning 

parameters of the controller being online trained during simulation. The triggered result is then 

defuzzified to result in a control voltage force u, which may be converted to a voltage value for 

manipulation of the AC induction motor.  

From the results of this study, superior behaviour on step response characteristic was evident, when 

compared to the conventional PID and fuzzy logic controllers (as seen in Figure 28 (left image)). 

However, an earlier study from 2003 on, higher order neural units for adaptive identification and 

fast state feedback control of unknown, non-linear systems, by I. Bukovsky, S. Redlapalli and M. 

Gupta, show that the use of high order neural units in state feedback control, can achieve even 

faster response for unknown non-linear systems, like the hoist mechanism in the work [18]. As seen 

in Figure 28 (right image), the high order neural unit gave almost three time faster response to the 

desired, step response characteristic as compared to other linear controller applied to the same 

system, without any overshoots.  

Figure 28: Comparison of Step Response with Adaptive Fuzzy Based and Neural Unit Based 

Controllers (adopted from Figure 4. [18] (left) & Figure 3. [27] (right)) 

The reason behind such response in work [27] as seen in Figure 28, can be drawn from definition of 

damping gains of the respective linear and non-linear state feedback controllers. Equation (19) 

(adopted from eq. 11 from [27]), describes a linear closed loop control equation. From this the 

position and velocity gains kp & kv, respectively, are constant and thus constrained in velocity to 

which it may reach its equilibrium position, with r(t) being the desired behaviour of the system. In 

other words we may see this as that its damping effect is defined by these constant gains. 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ' ( )p vu t k x t k x t r t= − − +  (19) 

As for a non-linear closed loop control equation, a derived relation from work [27], describes that 

the damping effect is variable, with the concept that by gradually increasing this damping to a 

positive optimal value, such that the system does not surpass the desired value, faster and smoother 

response can be achieved. This is dictated by equation (20) (adopted from eq. 16 [27]). 
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Here kv represents the gain of the damping function (first component of the right side of equation 

(20)) and x=x1, x’ = x2 for the non-linear equation. Furthermore, xd is the desired behaviour for the 

non-linear system. This gain kv, is thus dependant on the initial position and desired position of the 

system and is proportioned accordingly during application of the non-linear controller. Where, the 

absolute value brackets ensure stability of this controller. Thus, from this result an extended 

motivation arises in the potentials of application to this industrial problem of hoist deceleration 

control. 

From the reviewed control methods of hoist motor deceleration control, though the mining hoist 

application does feature certain unique complexities during to the vast hoisting distances and 

hoisting at a slope. The principle structure of the studied hoist mechanisms are a single-input-single-

output (SISO) system, with the hoist motor speed or deceleration being the output of the system 

and frequency or voltage variation in the sense of AC induction hoist motors, as input. From the 

above reviewed applications, it was desirable for the hoist to feature a constant deceleration. The 

dynamics of this case is unique because mining hoists feature very large motors, with 

correspondingly large rope drums sufficient to reel several kilometres of wire rope. Here the 

deceleration time is substantially large and as a consequence of variable deceleration or even too 

high deceleration, oscillatory motion may be induced in the rope and cabin, posing a danger to the 

mining operation and personnel. In other hoisting applications the desired value may not necessarily 

be constant however, what is key, is that the mechanism doesn't exceed the permissible limits of 

braking torque as prescribed by standards. Furthermore, during control, the load is not subject to 

too high deceleration where bobbing of the load may be induced, and in the sense of a large jib style 

crane application, could result in large values of dynamical forces that amplify the loads effect 

substantially, at deceleration.  

 

4.2 –The Proposed Principle of Hoist Deceleration Control via a Neural 

Network Control System 

In this section, the various neural network approaches, aimed for adaptive identification and control 

of the previously introduced hoist deceleration problem, will be described. These approaches are 

based on the well know Gradient Descent (GD) method, used as a tool for defining the learning rule 

of the applied neural units. These applied neural units (adaptive models) are trained via two 

methods, which will be focused on in this thesis. These methods are namely, the method of 

incremental training or Real Time Recurrent Learning (RTRL) [29] applicable for dynamic adaptive 

models or a batch form of training, which is a variation of the back propagation through time 

method[30],  which in this thesis will be denoted as batch-propagation-through-time (BPTT) training, 

as an extension of RTRL training in combination with the famous Levenberg-Marquardt equation. 

This subsection aims to review the important theories from works [21]-[23], behind the GD method 

and structures of the neural units used within this thesis. Firstly, we will begin by introducing the 

famous GD algorithm for the linear and quadratic neural units. To understand this, we must begin 

with the polynomial models of the Linear and Quadratic or (LNU and QNU), respectively as follows; 
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Where, y represents the output of the LNU (21) and QNU (22) respectively (adopted from eq. 1-2 

[22]). The long vector representations of colW and rowx can further be extended to achieve the CNU 

neural unit architecture and furthermore, even higher orders. In regards to the LNU, w stands for an 

updatable vector of neural weights and x, represents the input values of the engineering system in 

the case of a purely static model and in the sense of a dynamic model, a combination of inputs of the 

real system and neural model outputs. Looking at equation (22), rowx is a long-vector 

representation of the utilised input vector. Where, colW represents a weight matrix of the quadratic 

or higher order neural unit in general. From this we may then understand the GD algorithm as 

applied to such neural units. 

 1
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Here, equation (23) & (24) (adopted from eq. 4-5 [22]) depicts the GD algorithm for both the LNU 

and HONUs (as such QNU & CNU) respectively. Here the output of the GD algorithm is such, to 

incrementally over sample-by-sample, update the neural weights to adaptively teach the LNU or 

HONU model, to learn the engineering system. Here, µ represents the learning rate of the GD 

algorithm. This is analogical to humans where, setting µ relatively high, corresponds to faster 

learning of the human and consequently, means the less detail the human can remember and digest 

from their learning. Furthermore, setting this parameter to a smaller value, corresponds to a slowing 

rate of learning i.e. the human may remember the information learned, quite well, but less 

information overall about the subject. The next parameter is e(k) (k representing the number of the 

sample), this represents the current error between the real and calculated output of the model. The 

final term
( )

i

y k

w

∂
∂

 corresponds to the partial derivatives of the neural unit output, with respect to the 

individual neural weights. 

Regarding the HONU in equation (24), we see that the GD algorithm is analogical, with exception of 

updating the matrix of neural weights as opposed to a vector in the sense of the LNU. 

Till now, the structures of GD for LNU and HONU were reviewed in the format of RTRL or sample-by-

sample method of learning. Where, the neural weights are updated over each new sample of the 

engineering system data. However for certain engineering processes, it is more advantageous to use 

the BPTT batch method of training these neural weights, over runs of the algorithm rather than over 

each sample. This is because the RTRL method focuses on the contemporary governing law of the 

system as opposed the BPTT which focuses more so on the main governing law of the input and 

outputs of the engineering system. The BPTT method is achieved via an extension of the RTRL 

method with combination of the famous Levenberg-Marquardt equation. It is also important to note 
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that this method is more preferable in cases where the data may be affected by noise. The following 

equation denotes the weight update rule for the BPTT method; 

 11
( . ) .T T

µ
−∆ = +w J .J I J .e  (25) 

Here, the neural weights are updated over each run of the algorithm (or batch trained) in the 

following way w=w+Δw. Here equation (25) (adopted from eq. 16 [22]) describes the change, 

necessary for the update of the batch trained weights. Where, J represents the Jacobian matrix of 

derivatives for the neural unit. This may be the complete partial derivatives of the neural model with 

respect to each neural weights, or in practical applications it seems useful to simply introduce this 

Jacobian matrix as the input vector or matrix itself, being x and colx for LNU and HONUs 

respectively. Where it is important to note that, T.colx =rowx  

Often in such adaptive neural units, it is apparent that a modification of the normalised learning rate 

may be used to solve issues of instability of learning. In practise it is possible to employ the 

simplified normalised learning rate as presented in the work [22], as follows; 

 
(k) (k) 1T

µη =
+x x

 (26) 

Where, equation (26) (adopted from eq. 9 [22]) represents the normalised learning rate in the sense 

of LNU. This is analogically represented in the HONUs, by replacement of x(k) (i.e. each k-th sample 

of the input vector x) with colx(k). It should be noted that the above representation holds for RTRL 

training for dynamic adaptive models, where the BPTT method of training, algorithms used in this 

thesis, take the learning rate µ itself. 

Adaptive Identification and control  

The previous was focused on usage of neural units in the sense of adaptive identification of a real 

engineering system. This subsection will now extend on these neural units as a method of control, 

with brief review from works [21] & [22] and extension as applied to the hoist deceleration problem, 

which is indeed the key focus behind this chapter of the thesis.  

 

Figure 29: Adaptive Identification with supervised learning of neural networks (w.x=LNU, rowX.colW 

=QNU or CNU)  
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Figure 29, depicts the identification scheme for the previously reviewed neural network 

architectures. Where, for the scope of this thesis, measured data from the Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist 

along with a further case study data, will be used to investigate the various neural network 

approaches for control. u, represents the control variable of the hoist (i.e.; frequency, voltage or 

current supply to the rotor or stator windings of the hoist motor or external braking system). The 

output yreal, corresponds to the hoist deceleration over time, and y, being the output of the neural 

unit, with the difference being the error, e. 

 

Figure 30: Adaptive control loop for experimental study of a neural network controller (w.x=LNU, 

rowX.colW=QNU or CNU) (modification of Figure 2 [22]) 

Figure 30, shows an extension of the discussed neural architectures for application to the hoist 

mechanism. Here, once the neural unit as a model is identified, it may be utilised as the foundation 

for a neural network based control setup. For the scope of this thesis, I will propose an offline tuned 

control scheme, as the goal here, is to investigate the potentials of applying a neural network based 

control, for this application. However, the extension to online control is indeed an aim for future 

work of mine on this problem, beyond this thesis. Figure 30, depicts use of a second neural unit as a 

controller. Similarly to the previously mentioned architectures, as a controller here too the neural 

unit may take shape to that of the LNU or HONU adaptive models. However, in this case the 

adaptive neural weights are tuned differently to that of those used for the neural unit as a model 

and hence, depicted as v. Analogically, should a HONU (as such QNU or CNU) structure be applied, 

these neural weights would be represented in a matrix form. Further to this, Figure 30 introduced a 

new vector ξ. This vector comprises of a combination of outputs from the neural unit as a model and 

the difference between the desired behaviour (in our case desired speed or deceleration of the 

hoist) and the output of the neural model. v. ξ or collectively, the variable q, thus serves as a 

manipulator for the newly fed samples of the neural unit as an identified model. Here the GD 

algorithms are employed in the following manner to achieve sample-by-sample adaptation of the 

neural weights for the controller, as follows (adopted from eq. 4 [22]); 

 1

( )
. ( ).i i

i

y k
v v ereg k

v
µ+

∂= +
∂

 (27) 

Where iv , are adaptable neural weights of the neural unit as a controller and ereg(k) is the error 

between the desired value of the real system (in this case the hoist, where the desired value will be 
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denoted as d) and the real system output value at sample k.  
( )

i

y k

v

∂
∂

, is the partial derivative of the 

output of the neural unit as a model, with respect to the individual adaptive neural weights of the 

neural unit as a controller. An extension of this weight update scheme for BPTT training would result 

in the following form v=v+Δv, where the change of neural weights for each batch would be 

analogical to equation (25). 

In certain engineering processes, it may also be necessary to adapt not only the neural weights of 

the neural unit as a controller, but also the gain ro. For the scope of this thesis, only adaptation of ro 

for use on the LNU architectures of the neural unit as a controller, will be investigated. From Figure 

30, we may note that the input u(k), to the neural unit as a model is in fact equal to ro.(d(k)-q(k)). 

This may more simply be denoted as ro.e(k), furthermore, ereg(k)=d(k) – y(k), as in the update rule 

for the neural unit as a controller. With this said, we may setup up the following derivation of the 

adaptive gain ro.  

First we will establish the update of the ro over each sample via the gradient descent method, as 

follows; 
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From Figure 30, ereg(k) = d(k) - y(k) (from vector ξ), thus we may proceed with the following 

substitution; 
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The partial derivative of the desired behaviour, with respect to the adaptive ro, yields to be zero, due 

to the desired behaviour being independent of the adaptive gain, thus; 
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Furthermore, from the neural unit as a model, we may substitute that y(k) = w.x; 
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Here, the partial derivative of the input vector of the neural unit as a model 
( )

o

x k

r

∂
∂

, may be 

expressed as follows; 
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As mentioned above, we may substitute u(k) with a difference between the desired behaviour and 

the output of the neural unit as a controller, including the multiplication with ro. Thus; 
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From here, we reach the previous simplification for the partial derivative of the desired behaviour 

with respect to ro, being zero, thus;  
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Therefore, after the above derivation, we yield equation (35). This relation represents the update 

rule for each respective gain ro over its incremental adaptation. Similarly to both the neural unit as a 

model as well as neural unit as a controller the final relation for the newly calculated ro, over each 

sample would be in the following form ro = ro +Δ ro.  

 

4.3 –Simulation and Results 

 

After review of all necessary theories behind the various neural architectures for adaptive 

identification and control, we may now analyse the potentials of these reviewed architectures within 

the problem of hoist deceleration control. For the scope of this thesis, all simulations will be 

produced via a software application which I developed in my previous work [22], for investigation of 

adaptive identification and adaptive controller tuning (this software is open-source from [23]. The 

version used in this thesis is included with the electronic version of this document). 

Throughout this section two cases will be investigated. The first is derived from the angular speed 

measurements at full loading of the Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist mechanism (ref. Figure 15). From these 

characteristics we can see that for the initial moments of braking on the tested hoist mechanism, 

rather large values of deceleration were present, followed by rather low values towards the end of 

the braking process. For certain industrial applications (e.g; large jib crane applications) such 

characteristic is not desirable from a functional point of view, where by too large deceleration at the 

beginning of the braking process, may lead to bobbing or oscillatory behaviour in the hoist ropes 

during the deceleration, which in turn not only could damage the load, but significantly overstress 

the mechanism and supporting structure. Therefore, a consideration into control of this deceleration 

would be necessary. Such control may be achieved via frequency manipulation at the hoist motor 

input, which is possible in the sense of hoist motors with an electric braking system, via a frequency 

converter. Therefore, the corresponding output results to speed and furthermore deceleration of 

the hoist mechanism. Due to the accessibility of data, this section will utilise the previous result of 

angular speed decay at full load from chapter 3, to analyse the potentials of a neural network 

approach to this problem. Due to the nature of the Gude GSZ 200/400 hoist mechanism, being at 

standard a mechanical braking system, the mechanism undergoes braking via application of braking 
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callipers and not via manipulation of frequency as in the sense of an electrically braked hoist. 

However, we may suppose an equivalent setup present in such an electrically braked hoist 

mechanism, where by the first half of samples in our investigated hoist mechanism would be 

replicated via an electrical brake (as such, via means on a variable frequency drive at the motor 

input), with corresponding frequencies for the measured speeds of the hoist rotor. Typically in 

electrically braked hoist applications through the industry (i.e large crane and mining hoist 

applications), the electric brake operates during the initial stages of the hoist deceleration, once a 

lower speed is reached, the mechanical brake may take over (as depicted in Figure 31). This is also 

an advantageous situation due to the minimisation of wear on the mechanical brake lining.  

 

Figure 31: Considered Hoist Data of Deceleration Characteristic (The left side features too high 

deceleration and would be desired to control via electrical means) 

Thus, we will begin investigation of the first case by establishing an equivalent setup using the 

deceleration characteristic measured on the investigated hoist mechanism (left side of characteristic 

depicted in Figure 31), with derived input values of frequency, which correspond to the same output 

as the mechanically braked hoist behaviour that was measured.  

 
2.60.

.

f
n

no poles
=  (36) 

 .(1 )rotor statorn n slip= −  (37) 

Equation (36) & (37) above, denote the classical relation for synchronous speed an AC induction 

motor. From this relation we may note that in order to achieve the same values of speed as 

measured in the angular speed data of chapter 3, we may use the above conversion, to obtain the 

various supply frequencies, necessary to achieve the same output behaviour, for the sense of an 

electrically braked hoist, via variable frequency. Thus, considering that in the investigated hoist 
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mechanism we have a 2 pole arrangement with a slip value at 0.05, the following table may be 

derived and further extended for intermediate values;   

Variable Frequency [Hz] Synchronous Speed (ns)[rpm] Asynchronous Speed (na) of 

rotor[rpm] 

50 3000 2850 

40 2400 2280 

30 1800 1710 

20 1200 1140 

10 600 570 

Table 2 – Conversion table of speed to corresponding frequency 

From Table 2, we may now establish our overall model data for a hoist mechanism undergoing the 

studied braking characteristic, via electrical braking as follows; 

 

Figure 32: Hoist Model Data for Deceleration at Full Loading 

Figure 32, depicts the necessary data for investigation of hoist control via the previously reviewed 

neural network methods. The data was chosen for the given area of the angular speed characteristic 

at full load, for which we would desire to control. Thus, the upper plot depicts the corresponding 

frequencies for the values of speed during the considered deceleration process. The central plot 
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shows the calculated deceleration from the measured angular speed characteristic from Figure 15, 

chapter 3, with the final plot depicting the desired output values for the deceleration. 

Due to the dynamics of the hoist motor under loading, the central plot in Figure 32, features several 

samples of non-steady behaviour in the hoist deceleration. With the small scale imperfections being 

a likely cause of inaccuracies of measurement, the larger changes in the deceleration, especially at 

the beginning of the deceleration process may be due to several key phenomenons. The first is that 

during the initial moments of deceleration as the hoist pendant is pressed off by the operator, the 

de-energising of the hoist stator current retains a certain impedance, which results in a minor 

counter current in the rotor windings, which may result in a discrepancy in the braking process. 

Another consideration is in the sense of the mechanically braked hoist mechanism. From the initial 

moment the hoist motor is de-energised, a vibration is induced due to the sudden engagement of 

the braking lining with its retraction spring. And in the sense of electrically braked hoists, a 

substantial change of the input frequencies during the deceleration process, can result in a similar 

non-steady behaviour.  

Figure 32, depicts the desired behaviour of the hoist mechanism for this given deceleration 

characteristic. This value is usually dictated from standards, in this case crane hoist standards [1] , 

suggests that in order to maintain a safe level of dynamical hoisting factor of 120% of the load, we 

should have a deceleration being 1/5th of g. which corresponds to 2m/s2 maximum deceleration on 

the load. With all data established, we may proceed with analysing the adaptive identification 

process of the dynamical hoist system as follows; 

 

Figure 33: Adaptive Identification of Hoist Mechanism with DLNU and RTRL Training, ny=9 (No of 

previous samples of neural model output), nu=5(No. of previous samples of real process 

input), mu (learning rate)=0.2, epochs (runs of algorithm)=100 
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Figure 33, depicts the adaptive identification of the investigated hoist data, with the DLNU with RTRL 

training. From this figure we may note that the adaptive model (green line) follows the hoist real 

data almost exactly. The central plot depicts the decreasing sum of square errors throughout the 

learning process, its steady decay implies stable learning however this is more so evident in the 

weights, plotted on the lower graph. This graph depicts the learning of each individual adaptive 

weight in the neural model, here we may note the gradual increase of each weight for the linear 

neural model until its stable value is shown, this stable value corresponds to the trained coefficients 

of the polynomial model as seen in equation (21), represented by vector w. We may now investigate 

the behaviour with a higher order neural unit (HONU) with BPTT training. 

Figure 34 depicts the adaptive identification of the hoist data with DQNU trained via the BPTT 

learning algorithm. What we may notice is that the identification is even more precise to the real 

behaviour of the hoist data and with faster learning, achieved over just a few epochs or runs of the 

learning algorithm. As mentioned in the reviewed theory of this thesis, the BPTT algorithm is 

advantageous in learning data affected by noise, as such here where a minor disturbance is present, 

the model focuses on the main governing law as opposed to learning this behaviour.  

 

Figure 34: Adaptive Identification of Hoist Mechanism with DQNU and BPTT Training, ny=9 (No. of 

previous samples of neural model output), nu=5 (No. of previous samples of real process 

input), mu (learning rate)=0.2, epochs (runs of algorithm)=20 

Due to the successful dynamical modelling of the hoist system behaviour, we may now investigate 

the behaviour of a Neuro-controller, as applied to the identified neural model in Figure 34, as 

follows; 
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Figure 35: Adaptive Control of Hoist Mechanism with QNU BPTT Training, nqy=9 (No of previous 

samples of neural model output), nqe=0 (No. of previous samples of difference between 

desired and output of the neural model), mu (learning rate)=1, epochs (runs of 

algorithm)=30 (Trained with DQNU BPTT as per Figure 34) 

 

Figure 36: Adaptive Control of Hoist Mechanism with CNU BPTT Training, nqy=9 (No. of previous 

samples of neural model output), nqe=0 (No. of previous samples of difference between 

desired and output of the neural model), mu (learning rate)=1, epochs (runs of 

algorithm)=35 (Trained with DQNU BPTT as per Figure 34) 
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Following training via the DQNU with BPTT as depicted in Figure 34, the extension of a Neuro-

controller in state feedback was applied to the hoist data, with the black line depicting the desired 

behaviour, the blue being the real system and the magenta line being the Neuro-controller output. 

Figure 35 & Figure 36, thus depict the application of the QNU and CNU Neuro-controller with BPTT 

training methods, respectfully. As we may notice, the QNU controller achieved adequate control, 

following closely to the desired behaviour of the hoist deceleration, within the first several samples 

of application. However, we may notice from Figure 36 that in the initial moment of the braking 

effect, corresponding to the largest deceleration value. The CNU Neuro-controller achieves more 

desirable behaviour peaking at 2.6 m/s2 as opposed to the QNU controller with 2.9m/s2, whilst still 

adhering closely to the desired behaviour and with slightly faster convergence as seen in the 

respective sum of square error graphs. Thus, from these results, the CNU shows to provide slightly 

better performance for this given hoist deceleration data. Furthermore, from these produced results 

we may see the potentials that the investigated neural architectures have in controlling the hoist 

deceleration to achieve close response to the desired deceleration value. Another key consideration 

is that for the above tested case, a large variation is present from the real deceleration of the hoist 

and the desired behaviour. In spite this, the Neuro-controller is still able to quickly respond to the 

desired behaviour of the system within the first few samples, and maintain a steady desirable output 

value even when a change in the dynamics of the system, or large disturbance may be occur.  

Following this study, we may see the potentials that the various neural architectures have in control 

of the hoist deceleration during the hoist braking process, with desirable control achieved on the 

hoist model data from Figure 31. Following this we will now investigate the second case study for 

the scope of this section, which is that of a mining hoist system (the data of which was adopted from 

[20]). The scale of such mining hoist is significantly larger than the previously investigated hoist 

mechanism and even so to average sized crane hoist applications. However, as reviewed in the 

works of [18] & [19], hoist deceleration remains as an area of study within the field due to the 

complexities in the dynamics of the hoist mechanism during the deceleration process. In this 

particular case study a DC hoist motor is used as the main hoist drive. In the sense of mining hoists, 

various methods of braking are possible, being via mechanical, electrical and hydraulical means, as 

well as a combination in certain cases of application. However, for the scope of this section being 

focused on single-input-single-output form of control, this investigation will be more case specific to 

hoist mechanisms with a single control variable in the sense of an electrical control signal. This may 

be achieved in hoist mechanisms via two key approaches. The first is via control of frequency by 

means of a variable frequency controller in the sense of the AC driven hoist motors. The other form, 

as will be shown from this case study is braking via a dynamical braking system. In such case 

variation of an external dynamical resistor, or stator field current of the dynamical brake may be 

controlled in order manipulate the braking process of the hoist mechanism and consequently its 

speed and furthermore, deceleration.  
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Figure 37: Mine Hoist Deceleration Characteristic (adopted from [20]) 

Figure 37, depicts the case study data for the mine hoist application. Here the upper plot shows the 

input value for the hoist mechanism, which is that of the field current applied to, in this case a 

dynamical braking system at the hoist motor shaft. The deceleration characteristic is depicted in the 

central plot. In this case the overall deceleration characteristic lasted 11 seconds from a speed of 1.7 

m/s to 0.3m/s at the load, where, from here, the mine hoist motor may then undergo further 

braking via mechanical means. Either via a rope brake system or disc or drum braking mechanism. In 

this case due to mining safety regulations, the desired hoist deceleration is 0.20 m/s2. Due to the 

dynamics of the mine hoist mechanism, the several initial samples corresponding to the application 

of braking, results in relatively little effect on the hoist deceleration, with minor fluctuation due to 

the nature of the hoist mechanism. In sense of adaptive identification, the primary goal is to identify 

the overall characteristic as closely as possible, whilst still retaining the general profile of the 

characteristic. It was found that of the tested neural network architectures for adaptive 

identification. The DQNU with BPTT training featured the best performance, with re-sampling of 

every second sample where, ny=9, nu=5, mu=0.35, epochs=30 (ref. Figure 38). Following the 

adaptive identification, an extension of the QNU Neuro-controller with BPTT training featured the 

best performance (Figure 39). Here a simpler structured model as opposed to the adaptive 

identification neural model was sufficient, with only two samples back of the regulator error 

required to provide desirable control, as depicted in the magenta line.  
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Figure 38: Adaptive Identification of Mine Hoist Mechanism with DQNU BPTT Training, ny=9 (No. of 

previous samples of neural model output), nu=5 (No. of previous samples of real process 

input), mu (learning rate)=0.35, epochs (runs of algorithm)=30, re-sampling=2 

 

Figure 39: Adaptive Control of Mine Hoist Mechanism with QNU BPTT Training, nqy=9 (No. of 

previous samples of neural model output), nqe=2(No. of previous samples of difference 

between desired and output of the neural model), mu (learning rate)=0.03, epochs (runs of 

algorithm)=50, re-sampling = 2, (Trained with DQNU BPTT as per Figure 38) 
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4.4 –Braking Torque Analysis Following Control 

 

Following the above investigation of a neural network approach to hoist deceleration control, this 

section aims to analyse the corresponding braking torque in both static and dynamical cases, for the 

simulated control output of the first case in the previous section (Figure 36). It is interesting to 

analyse the behaviour of the hoist mechanism in terms of its braking torque characteristic once the 

controller has been applied to the hoist mechanism data, and compare it with the previously 

calculated with the absence of control. As the Gude GSZ 200/400 was used as the basis of the 

controlled model, all inertias of the hoist mechanism are analogical to those calculated in chapter 3 

of this thesis. Keeping in mind that the produced data was measured for full loading, we may 

recalculate the dynamic and static values of braking torque for the controlled deceleration output 

via the new braking torque application as demonstrated in chapter 3, as follows; 

 

Figure 40: Dynamic Braking Torque Analysis - Adaptively Tuned Neuro-Controller with Hoist 

Mechanism data (magenta), and Original Hoist Mechanism Data (blue) 

Figure 40, depicts the calculated dynamic braking torque at the zone of braking, for the investigated 

hoist mechanism before and after application of the Neuro-controller. Here we see a reflection in 

the values of the braking torque characteristic with respect to the controlled deceleration values. 

During the initial stages of control, the Neuro-controller featured a few samples of deviation from 

the desired behaviour of the hoist mechanism and correspondingly the braking torque values too, 

represent this component of the behaviour. However, in spite this, the calculated values of 

dynamical braking torque are far more desirable, considering the average deceleration produced by 

the Neuro-controller, bearing in mind the blue characteristic in Figure 40 represents the braking 

torque due to an averaged deceleration of the main braking zone portion of the measured hoist 

mechanism data, for the purpose of concluding an overall value of braking torque for the hoist 

mechanism. Here too may be concluded that the overall value of braking torque for the controlled 
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hoist mechanism data, is 2.2 N.m, which is a desirable value. Thus the deviation from the minimum 

prescribed value is 1.23 N.m, which is more desirable, than being too many folds higher, 

corresponding to too high deceleration, during the main zone of the braking effect of the hoist 

mechanism. However, this result is also motivation for testing on a real industrial hoist mechanism, 

where a look onto even further optimisation may also be considered, should the performance on the 

real system with control indeed be the same of that presented in these results. 

 

Figure 41: Static Braking Torque Analysis - Adaptively Tuned Neuro-Controller with Hoist Mechanism 

data (magenta), and Original Hoist Mechanism Data (blue)  

Figure 41, depicts the static braking torque characteristic at the zone of braking, before and after the 

Neuro-controller application on the hoist mechanism data. Here we may note a similar characteristic 

to that of the dynamic braking torque characteristic, with the static braking torque also reflecting 

the deceleration characteristic of the controlled hoist mechanism. Here the static torque in its 

settled stage, deviates from the permissible braking torque by 1.592 N.m, which here too is more 

desirable compared with the previously calculated values as depicted in blue (Figure 41), showing 

that the hoist mechanism in its braking phase, is not subject to too high values of deceleration and 

correspondingly too large braking torque values.  

From these results as depicted in Figure 40 & Figure 41, we may see the direct effect the hoist 

deceleration has on the real braking torque of the hoist mechanism, in both static and dynamical 

cases. This thus justifies the impact the hoist deceleration has on the hoist mechanism and 

supporting structure during its braking process, as seen from this analysis, too large values of braking 

torque and also too low values, corresponding to too slow rate of deceleration due the braking 

phase can lead to overstressing of the hoist mechanism and structure, furthermore incompliance 

with the permissible limits prescribed by standards and thus, ultimately being a risk of safety.  
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5. Discussion 

 

After completion of the main objectives of this thesis, a summarisation of the produced results 

behind this work along with its key contributions may be drawn. As stated in the introduction 

section, two parallel objectives were set, the first was focused on braking torque analysis of an 

industrial hoist mechanism, with the output of this investigation being the development and testing 

of a new application that can effectively calculate and diagnose whether the investigated hoist 

mechanism is in compliance with the required permissible limits of braking torque or not. In addition 

to this, was also the goal to implement a simple, economical hardware setup for measuring the 

deceleration characteristic and temperature of the gearbox casing as needed for braking torque 

analysis for a general sense of industrial hoist mechanisms.  

As shown in chapter 3 of this thesis, the application which I have designed and developed for braking 

torque measurement and calculation, was successfully implemented. Testing of this application with 

the various braking torque characteristic calculations and furthermore measurement and 

visualisation functions, proved to be a key tool in the analysis of the real braking torque of the 

investigated hoist mechanism. And furthermore, shows its usefulness and potentials for application 

on other industrial hoist mechanisms, as an efficient means of investigating the real braking torque 

of a hoist mechanism. Looking at the produced results as seen in chapter 3 of this thesis, the 

measured values from the angular distance and speed characteristics were overall depicted quite 

well. The functionality of the implemented hardware was also investigated via comparison with the 

Labjack DAQ module, to compare readings in respect of the angular distance measurement over 

time. From the produced results of this comparison, the implemented hardware seems to be in 

agreement with the results produced by the Labjack DAQ module, however minor inaccuracies were 

present in the implemented hardware, which corresponded to several samples of the respective 

angular speed characteristics being affected. In spite this, a simple easy to use hardware setup was 

successfully implemented which could be applicable on small to mid range hoist mechanisms with 

the extension of a coded wheel or coded ring configuration for measurement. Further to this, the 

overall characteristics for the respective loadings were captured quite well, with the produced 

results seemly in accordance with what may be theorised from mathematical and physical 

considerations, concerning the deceleration characteristic of the hoist mechanism. An interesting 

phenomenon seen from these results is the rather larger rate of deceleration produced by the 

investigated hoist mechanism during its main zone of braking effect. However, due to the 

investigated hoist being a small application low capacity hoist. The overall design is achieved to be as 

economical as possible and thus featuring only a two stage reduction gearbox with a standardised 

small hoist motor. Hence, large values of deceleration are not of such a concern due to smaller loads 

and low duty application being considered. However, testing on the Gude GSZ 200/400, allowed for 

testing and representation of all the same principals and considerations necessary for analysis of real 

braking torque on larger industrial hoist mechanisms. With the overall conclusion that in 

investigation of this particular hoist design, though adequate values of braking torque were 

measured in the sense of both static and dynamic braking torque. The Gude GSZ 200/400 tends to 

feature too abrupt deceleration, which for other engineering applications could be quite 

undesirable. This was thus also a further motivation for investigation of hoist deceleration control, as 

was the second key objective behind this thesis. 
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The second key goal of this thesis, was to study to problem of hoist deceleration control. From the 

produced results of chapter 3, we can note that the relatively abrupt deceleration produced by the 

hoist mechanism, particularly at smaller loads would be undesirable in certain industrial application. 

Though the investigated hoist was of rather smaller scale, similar concerns in the undesirable 

behaviour of hoist deceleration may be seen throughout larger industrial application, as also recalled 

from the review works in chapter 4 of this thesis. Where, too large values or too high fluctuations in 

the deceleration value may in turn lead to damaging of the load, or overstressing of the hoist 

mechanism and structure, which also leads to a direct effect on safe operation and safety of 

personnel. Hence, chapter 4 of the thesis was thus aimed at a study into the potentials of hoist 

deceleration via a neural network based approach. This followed from the promising, previous 

studies on neural network based dynamical system identification and control, as already 

implemented throughout various other single-input-single-output natured engineering systems. 

After review of the necessary theories of adaptive identification and control, an extension to the 

problem of hoist deceleration control was realised.  

This investigation of hoist deceleration control featured two case studies, the first was based on the 

measured results from the Gude GSZ 200/400 mechanism at full loading. Due to the nature of this 

hoist being only mechanically braked, a consideration was extended to modelling the equivalent 

output behaviour via an electrically braked means of the hoist mechanism (with extension of a 

single-phase frequency inverter in the sense of the Gude GSZ 200/400) featuring the same 

deceleration characteristic. The results of this first case showed that although quite large deviation 

in the output data of the hoist mechanism with respect to its desired behaviour was shown, the 

adaptive identification via a neural network based model particularly the DQNU with BPTT, proved 

to model the behaviour of the hoist deceleration characteristic data quite well. Following this an 

extension of the Neuro-controller, via QNU & CNU with BPTT training, quite desirably followed the 

behaviour of the desired hoist mechanism output during simulation. As seen in Figure 35 & Figure 

36, though adequate control was achieved, the initial values at the beginning point of braking had 

minor fluctuations from the desired value, it is thus an important future direction to test behaviour 

of such proposed neural network setup (particularly the CNU with BPTT training as a Neuro-

controller) on the real hoist mechanism, as may be recalled in work [21], the results of the Neuro-

controller after real application indeed proved to be of better performance as compared with its 

simulation. Following experimentation of such control on the real system, one may also identify any 

potentials for further optimisation, should the results produced be similar to that presented in 

Figure 35 & Figure 36. Another consideration is the overall deceleration time, which in this case 

study was over 0.15 seconds, which is quite rapid. This is however, due to the small scale of the 

Gude GSZ 200/400 with relatively small stopping distance of the hoist load being present. Thus, the 

capability of actuation for control in such quick cases of deceleration timing should be checked with 

the real application, if such control can be implemented for the specific real application, however in 

spite of this, the produced results are quite promising. Should such a hoist mechanism setup already 

feature an initial means of control (i.e; conventional PID or fuzzy control), the proposed neural 

network control also features potentials for further optimisation and thus, arises even further 

motivation for research on other hoist mechanisms in the field of this study. 

The second following case study analysed a mine hoist case study, in the sense of an example of a 

real case, large scale industrial hoist mechanism. In this study the QNU with BPTT training in the 

sense of both adaptive identification and control, deemed to be the best performing architecture for 

the sense of this specific application. Though, this case study was quite specific to a dynamically 
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braked mine hoist mechanism, the principal structure for the control scheme is analogical to that 

studied in the first case and even for application to AC induction hoist motors with variable 

frequency drives serving as the control variable. The results of this study showed that the application 

of the Neuro-controller to this case study delivered desirable behaviour in terms of deceleration of 

the hoist mechanism and is thus motivating for further research into application for the scope of the 

mining hoist application and also crane based applications where hoist deceleration control may be 

necessary either initially or may need further optimisation for even further enhanced behaviour of 

the hoist mechanism. 

As a final component to this thesis, a relation between the braking torque and hoist deceleration 

was drawn. Using the newly developed braking torque application, this study shows the effect the 

deceleration has in the overall values of the hoist braking torque, for both static and dynamic cases. 

After calculation of the braking torque for the controlled hoist deceleration as simulated in the first 

case of the hoist deceleration control subsection (ref. Figure 36), the hoist mechanism 

correspondingly showed desirable values of the braking torque in both static and dynamic values, 

being in reasonable deviation from the prescribed minimum and thus confirming that the 

deceleration value after control was not too high from a braking torque point of view.  

6. Conclusions and Future Directions 

 

After completion of the key objectives within the scope of this thesis, we may conclude the 

following. The first is that the hardware setup implemented in chapter 3 of this thesis was aimed to 

be an economical solution to measurement of the hoist deceleration. With the presented setup 

featuring adequate functionality for small to medium range hoists where a coded wheel or coded 

ring could be implemented on the end of the hoist rotor shaft. However, a future consideration may 

also be to implement such setup in the form of an external device which can be extended to the 

hoist rotor shaft without any additional design of a joining coupling for connection. Further to this, 

the implemented time measurement from the hardware setup, did show to have minor 

discrepancies. Though still adequate, an even more accurate method of the time measurement can 

be considered, due to the rather rapid timing between the initial intervals of the applied coded 

wheel, being within the order of microseconds measurement. In spite of this, a functional hardware 

setup was presented with the produced results being adequate for accurate analysis of the real 

braking torque on the investigated hoist mechanism. 

Another key point is of the new unique application which was presented in chapter 3 of this thesis. 

From the produced results of the braking torque analysis, we may conclude that this newly 

developed application is an efficient software tool for braking torque analysis and diagnosis. And 

with the correct values of the hoist mechanism data being input to the application edits, the 

calculation of the braking torque can be realised instantly following measurement of the hoist 

mechanism deceleration and gearbox temperature. A future consideration would be to test this 

application on a larger scale industrial hoist mechanism and possibly extending further functions to 

the program. However, this tool still provides a good platform for engineers and trained users to 

investigate adequately the true braking torque of the hoist mechanism, which ultimately ensures the 

safety of use of the particular hoist mechanism at investigation. 
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The final point of conclusion is that of the hoist deceleration control, presented in chapter 4. From 

this new study, we may see the potentials that especially the QNU & CNU with BPTT training has in 

providing desirable behaving control to the hoist mechanism data. In terms of the adaptive 

identification, the BPTT training method was able to identify the process data with better 

performance, particularly with the noised regions within the data being ignored and the model 

focusing only on the main governing law of the hoist mechanism output data. Following this QNU 

with BPTT identification, it was shown that within a relatively short amount of runs of the Neuro-

controller algorithm, the Neuro-controller was tuned to provide desirable control of the hoist 

mechanism, following closely to the desired behaviour almost exactly with exception of the first 

several samples at the beginning of the controller’s application. We may also note the excellent 

speed of convergence of the Neuro-controller, as seen in Figure 35 & Figure 36 where the QNU & 

CNU with BPTT achieved fast convergence in its sum of square errors, even more so in the sense of 

the CNU Neuro-controller.  A future goal following these results is testing of this proposed neural 

network setup for real time control of an industrial hoist mechanism. As may be recalled in the work 

[21], the real application of the tuned Neuro-controller provided better performance than that of its 

simulation, following proper setup of the adaptive control algorithm. With real application on an 

industrial hoist mechanism, further optimisation on the real system may also be necessary and thus 

also leading to a further point in research.  
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Appendix 
 

Basic Characteristics of TCST2103 Optical Reflective Sensor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Basic Characteristics of CNY70 Optical Reflective Sensor 
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Braking Torque Application – Software Code 
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PIC Microcontroller Program (using MPLABX) for Optical Reflective Sensor 

 

 


